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notices and disclaimers
Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system 
configuration.

No product or component can be absolutely secure. 

Tests document performance of components on a particular test, in specific systems. Differences in hardware, software, or configuration will affect actual performance. For more complete 
information about performance and benchmark results, visit http://www.intel.com/benchmarks .

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are 
measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other 
information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more 
complete information visit http://www.intel.com/benchmarks .

Intel Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel AVX) provides higher throughput to certain processor operations. Due to varying processor power characteristics, utilizing AVX instructions may 
cause a) some parts to operate at less than the rated frequency and b) some parts with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 to not achieve any or maximum turbo frequencies. Performance 
varies depending on hardware, software, and system configuration and you can learn more at http://www.intel.com/go/turbo.

Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include 
SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not 
manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture 
are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice.   

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel-based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and provide 
cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction. 

Intel does not control or audit third-party benchmark data or the web sites referenced in this document. You should visit the referenced web site and confirm whether referenced data are 
accurate. 

© Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Agenda

• Market Trends

• Customer Needs

• How to win customers

• Call to action
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AI Solutions in Every Market Segment

Achieve higher 
yields and 
increase 
efficiency

Maximize 
production 
and uptime

Transform 
the learning 
experience

Enhance safety, 
research, and 
more

Turn data 
into valuable 
intelligence

Revolutionize 
patient 
outcomes

Empower 
truly intelligent 
Industry 4.0

Create 
thrilling 
experiences

Transform stores 
and inventory

Enable homes 
that see, hear, 
and respond

Drive network 
and operational 
efficiency 

Industrial Media Retail Smart Home Telecom

Agriculture Energy Education Government Finance Health

Transport

Automated 
driving

Our partners are driving real-world value with Intel® AI
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Large Opportunity

Note: Endpoint Inference includes logic silicon for endpoint & edge devices where AI inference (e.g. deep neural nets) and/or computer vision (detection, classification) is critical to the 
value delivered for the customer / use case; including ADAS; excludes smartphones and client PCs
Source: Data Center and IOTG Market Intelligence; Cloud SP and Enterprise Interviews; Company financials; IDC; Gartner Lit Search

$20B+ TAM in 2023

▪ Fastest growth in edge & end-point inference

Overall Market is segmented 

▪ Data center vs. edge

▪ Training vs. inference

Growth drivers include:

▪ Data center: search, media analytics, speech recognition, etc. 

▪ Endpoint and edge: assisted/ autonomous driving & video 
analytics (e.g., surveillance, retail) 2018 2023

AI Logic Silicon TAM
($B)

$5-7B

$20B+

Endpoint 
& Edge 

Inference

Data Center 
Inference

Data Center 
Training

25-35%

30-40%

25-35%

15-25%

CAGR
(18-23)
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Customer Needs are Diverse

Note: Data is top 3-5 criteria to decide on Si for AI workloads (% of respondents)
Source: 2017 and 2018 Industry interviews (Cloud SPs, Enterprise & Government)

Top 10 Cloud SPs Tier 2 Cloud SPs/ Enterprise Endpoint & Edge

Performance/TCO and low-level 
software support critical

Need more support from Intel to 
match Tier 1

Need Intel support enabling 
endpoint & edge use cases - need 

low-power

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Flexibility of hardware

Frameworks & libraries

tuned for Si

Performance/Watt

Ease of integration &

development speed

Time to train /

performance

Ability to scale out

Mem/IO bandwidth

Performance / TCO

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Mem/IO bandwidth

Ability to scale out

Time to train /

performance

Performance / TCO

Frameworks & libraries

tuned for Si

Flexibility of hardware

Ease of integration &

development speed

Industrials Retail

Auto OEMs & 
Suppliers

Digital
Surveillance
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Accelerate Your AI Journey with Intel
Discover Data Model Deploy

Get started faster with 
community support

Tame the deluge with 
a modern data layer

Speed up development 
with open AI software

Deliver on the best AI 
hardware for your needs

Move

Store

Process

Silicon 
Photonics

Omni-Path 
Fabric

Ethernet

Hardware

Intel® 
DAAL

Intel® Distribution 
for Python*

* *

**

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Data management Choice of 50+ Optimized 

Tools for Data Preparation

Model Zoo

software

& More

Partner

learn

Consult

AI Builders

AI Developer Program 

Community

AI In Production

Intel® AI
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Speed Up Development
with open AI software

TOOLKITs
App
Developers

libraries
Data 
Scientists

Kernels
Library 
Developers

Machine learning Deep learning

*

More framework optimizations in progress…

Model
Zoo

Model

Visit:    www.intel.ai/technology

Intel® Math Kernel Library
(Intel® MKL)

Intel® Math Kernel 
Library for Deep 
Neural Networks 

(Intel® MKL-DNN)

Frameworks Intel Tools

RL Coach

NLP Architect

NN Distiller

Intel® Data 
Analytics 
Acceleration 
Library (DAAL)

Intel® 
Distribution 
for Python* 
(Sklearn*, Pandas*)

R
(Cart, 
Random 
Forest)

Distributed
(MlLib on Spark, 
Mahout)

Intel® Machine 
Learning 

Scaling Library 
(Intel® MLSL)

CPU CPU ▪︎ GPU ▪︎ FPGA ▪︎ ACCELERATOR
1 An open source version is available at: 01.org/openvinotoolkit
Developer personas show above represent the primary user base for each row, but are not mutually-exclusive
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AI Compute demand doubles every ~3 months

BIGGER 
DATA

BIGGER 
MODELS

BIGGER 
COMPUTE

Source: Siemens Healtheneers; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8NIN8dJqdc
Source: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/high-performance-computing/ai-and-hpc-workload-convergence-video.html
Source: https://idealmagazine.co.uk/the-ideal-guide-how-to-order-a-beerpizzataxicoffee-in-15-languages/
Source: https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute/

IN
P

U
T

 S
IZ

E

MODEL SIZE

Tomorrow

Today

Low High

Low

High

<1MB
ImageNet 
224x224

>1TB
Billions of Parameters

2000x2000x2000
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CPU FPGAgpu asic

Multi-Purpose 
Foundation for AI

Data-Parallel Media, 
Graphics, HPC & AI

Deep Learning 
Inference

Multi-Function & Real-time 
Deep Learning Inference

Deep Learning 
Training

Media & Vision 
DL Inference at 

the Edge

optimized frameworks & software

Visit:    www.intel.ai/technology

Intel AI Hardware
Multi-cloudINTELLIGENT EdGEDevice

NNP-I

aI specializationWorkload breadth

NNP-T

All products, computer systems, dates, and figures are preliminary based on current expectations, and are subject to change without notice.  
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Drug Discovery: Novartis Result

6.6x faster 
time-to-train
For processing a 10k image dataset, 
reducing the training time from 3.4 hours 
to 31 minutes with over 99% accuracy1

Collaborator:  
Novartis International AG, 
based in Switzerland, and 
one of the largest 
pharmaceutical companies 
in the world

Challenge: High content screening of cellular 
phenotypes is a fundamental tool supporting 
early stage drug discovery.  While analyzing 
whole microscopy images would be desirable,  
these images are more than 26x larger than 
images found typically in datasets such as 
ImageNet*.   As a result, the high computational 
workload would be prohibitive in terms of deep 
neural network  model training time.

Solution: Intel and Novartis teams were 
able to scale to more than 120 
(3.9Megapixel) images per second with 32 
TensorFlow workers.
Configuration: A cluster consisting of eight 
Intel® Xeon® processor servers using an 
Intel® Omni-Path Fabric interconnect and 
TensorFlow optimized for Intel architecture.  

ImageNet

224 x 224 x 3 1024 x 1280 x 3

26x
Larger
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1
Based on speedup for 8 nodes relative to a single node.  Node configuration:  CPU: Xeon Gold 6148 @ 2.4GHz, 192GB memory, Hyper-threading: Enabled. NIC: Intel® Omni-Path Host Fabric Interface, TensorFlow: v1.7.0, Horovod: 0.12.1, OpenMPI: 3.0.0. OS: CentOS 7.3, OpenMPU 23.0.0, Python 2.7.5. Patch Disclaimer: Performance results are based on testing as of May 25th 2018 and may not 

reflect all publicly available security updates. See configuration disclosure for details. No product can be absolutely secure. Time to Train to converge to 99% accuracy in model. Source: https://newsroom.intel.com/news/using-deep-neural-network-acceleration-image-analysis-drug-discovery/
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.  Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific  computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and 
performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit http://www.intel.com/performance

https://newsroom.intel.com/news/using-deep-neural-network-acceleration-image-analysis-drug-discovery/
http://www.intel.com/performance
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High Energy Physics Simulation: CERN
Joint collaboration with Intel and SURFsara

Result
94% scaling efficiency up to 128 nodes, 
with a significant reduction in training 
time per epoch for 3D GANs

.  
1 *Stampede2/TACC: https://portal.tacc.utexas.edu/user-guides/stampede2.  Compute nodes: 2 sockets Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8160 processor with 24 cores each @ 2.10GHz for a total of 48 cores per node, 2 Threads per core, L1d 32K; L1i cache 32K; L2 cache 
1024K; L3 cache 33792K, 96 GB of DDR4, Intel® OmniPath Host Fabric Interface, dual-rail. Software: Intel® MPI Library 2017 Update 4Intel® MPI Library 2019 Technical Preview OFI 1.5.0PSM2 w/ Multi-EP, 10 Gbit Ethernet, 200 GB local SSD, Red Hat* Enterprise 
Linux 6.7.  TensorFlow* 1.6: Built & Installed from source: https://www.tensorflow.org/install/install_sources Model: CERN* 3D GANS from https://github.com/sara-nl/3Dgan/tree/tf Dataset: CERN* 3D GANS from https://github.com/sara-nl/3Dgan/tree/tf
Performance measured on 256 NodesPerformance measured on 256 Nodes with: OMP_NUM_THREADS=24 HOROVOD_FUSION_THRESHOLD=134217728 export I_MPI_FABRICS=tmi, export I_MPI_TMI_PROVIDER=psm2 \ mpirun -np 512 -ppn 2 python 
resnet_main.py --train_batch_size 8 \ --num_intra_threads 24 --num_inter_threads 2 --mkl=True \ --data_dir=/path/to/gans_script.py --kmp_blocktime 1.

Performance results are based on testing as of (05/17/2018) and may not reflect all publicly available security updates. See configuration disclosure for details. No product can be absolutely secure.  . For more complete information about performance and 
benchmark results, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.

Customer: CERN, the 
European Organization 
for Nuclear Research, 
which operates the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC), 
the world’s largest and 
most powerful particle 
accelerator

Challenge:  CERN currently uses Monte Carlo 
simulations for complex physics and geometry 
modeling, which is a heavy computational load 
that consumes up to >50% of the Worldwide 
LHC (Large Hadron Collider) Computing Grid 
(WLCG) power for electron shower simulations.

Solution:  Distributed training using 128 
nodes of the TACC Stampede 2 cluster 
(Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8160 processor, 
Intel® OPA) and a 3D Generative Adversarial 
Network (3D GAN).  Performance was first 
optimized on a single node using 
TensorFlow optimized with Intel® MKL-DNN, 
using 4 workers/node and an optimized 
number of convolutional filters.1

Inference Performance 

Acceleration: 2500X
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CSPS SEEk dIFFERENTIATION – SOFTwARE ESSENTIAL

Services

Developer Tools

Framework

Middleware

Libraries

Silicon

Search, Ads,
Speech-to-text, etc.

Cloud Auto ML

XLA, nGraph

cuDNN, MKL-DNN

TPU, CPU, GPU

Example:

Frameworks are most AI 
developers’ entry point

Due to scale, CSPs invest to 
optimize for performance via 
software

CSPs will invest in Si for 
performance benefits (if required)

13
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Lead the AI Market Segment Together
- Enable AI Use-cases and Drive Xeon leadership

- Amplify Intel partnership via HPE AI centers of excellence

- Drive joint POCs in select verticals and grow the business

- Bring NNP Accelerator Products/Solutions to market  

Thanks for the outstanding partnership!
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New Announcements Sunday!
Intel developer conference
Please attend Raja Koduri’s keynote 
… followed by our Intel Networking Reception

• Raja Koduri is the Senior Vice President, Chief 
Architect, and General Manager, Intel Architecture, 
Graphics, and Software 

• One Intel Station | Ellie Caulkins Opera House
✓ 1385 Curtis Street, Denver

• Sunday, November 17 | 4:00pm – 5:00pm 

• Register at https://tinyurl.com/IntelDevcon

https://tinyurl.com/IntelDevcon


Thank you
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Intel® AI Use Cases

CPU
Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors

CPU
Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors

All products, computer systems, dates, and figures are preliminary based on current expectations, and are subject to change without notice.  
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JD.com*
HYBRID ANALYTICS + AI
Fast time-to-solution on 
Spark* with MlLib & BigDL

CERN*
HPC AND AI
Fast time-to-solution for deep learning 
in classic workflows

Novartis*
LARGE DL TRAINING
Fast DL training for large image 
recognition in drug discovery

Taboola*
DEEP LEARNING INFERENCE
High throughput real-time 
recommendation (billion items)

Ziva*
MACHINE LEARNING
Animating movie creatures using 
machine learning techniques

Multi-cloud
GE 

Health*

DEEP LEARNING INFERENCE 
Low TCO for image recognition in CT 
scanner for radiologyINTELLIGENT

edge
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Intel® AI Use Cases

All products, computer systems, dates, and figures are preliminary based on current expectations, and are subject to change without notice.  
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FPGA
Intel® FPGA

ASIC
Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU

Microsoft*
REAL-TIME REC. ENGINE
Real-time recommendations and more 
workload acceleration

Manjeera*
REAL-TIME TRANSCRIPTS
Real-time transcription acceleration

JD.com*
TEXT RECOGNITION
Faster time-to-market for custom CNN & 
LSTM for end-to-end text recognition 

Multi-cloud
HPE*

VISION AT THE EDGE 
Video analytics and DL inference in an 
edge server bladeINTELLIGENT

edge

Hikvision*
VISION IN THE DEVICE 
Deep learning-based computer vision at 
low powerdevice

QNAP*
VISION INFERENCE 
Faster time-to-market for custom CNN 
workload with OpenVINO™ toolkit

NEC*
FACE RECOGNITION 
Faster time-to-market for custom CNN 
workload for surveillance and retail

Alibaba*
REAL-TIME VISION
Real-time video encoding and decoding 
for smart city project

INTELLIGENT
edge
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What are my use case 
requirements?

What is my 

workload profile?

AI Compute Considerations

requirementsWorkloads

How prevalent is AI
in my environment?

demand

U
ti

li
za

ti
o

n

Scale 

ASIC/
FPGA/
GPU

CPU

1

2 3

Note: word cloud source is www.wordart.com
¥Free = available to download/access at no cost to qualified developers who are enrolled in the program

20
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P
e

rf
 R

e
q

u
ir

e
m

e
n

ts

Time

“A GPU is required 
for deep learning…”

▪ Most enterprises (---) 
use CPU for machine and 
deep learning needs

▪ Some early adopters (---) may 
reach a deep learning tipping point 
when acceleration is needed1

Acceleration zone

CPU zone

Bust the Deep Learning Myth

FALSE

1”Most” of enterprise customers based on survey of Intel direct engagements and internal market segment analysis
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Source Paper:
research.fb.com/
wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/hpca-
2018-facebook.pdf

Services
Ranking 

Algorithm
Photo 

Tagging
Photo Text 
Generation

Search
Language 

Translation
Spam 

Flagging
Speech

Model(s) MLP SVM,CNN CNN MLP RNN GBDT RNN

Inference
Resource

CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU

Training 
Resource

CPU GPU & CPU GPU Depends GPU CPU GPU

Training 
Frequency

Daily
Every N 
photos

Multi-
Monthly

Hourly Weekly Sub-Daily Weekly

Training 
Duration

Many Hours
Few 

Seconds
Many Hours Few Hours Days Few Hours Many Hours

Deep Learning Use Case

Large cloud users employ CPU 
extensively for deep learning
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Security
Hardware-Enhanced Security…
✓ Intel® Security Essentials

✓ Intel® SecL: Intel® Security Libraries for 
Data Center

✓ TDT – Intel® Threat Detection Technology

Performance
Built-in Acceleration 
with Intel® Deep 
Learning Boost…
Deep Learning throughput!1

Up to

30X

2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processor
formerly known as Cascade Lake

Drop-in compatible CPU on Intel® Xeon® Scalable platform

TCO/FLEXIBILITY
Begin your AI journey efficiently, 
now with even more agility…
✓ IMT – Intel® Infrastructure Management 

Technologies

✓ ADQ – Application Device Queues

✓ SST – Intel® Speed Select Technology
Throughput (img/s)

1 Based on Intel internal testing: 1X,5.7x,14x and 30x performance improvement based on Intel® Optimization for Café ResNet-50 inference throughput performance on Intel® 
Xeon® Scalable Processor. See Configuration Details 3 
Performance results are based on testing as of 7/11/2017(1x) ,11/8/2018 (5.7x), 2/20/2019 (14x) and 2/26/2019 (30x) and may not reflect all publicly available security updates. 
No product can be absolutely secure. See configuration disclosure for details. ,
Optimization Notice: Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. 
These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any 
optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain 
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information 
regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice. Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel 
microprocessors.  Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions.  Any 
change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary.  You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated 
purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit: http://www.intel.com/performance
Optimization Notice
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INT8 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00

Sign Mantissa

Intel® Deep Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost)
featuring Vector Neural Network Instructions (VNNI)

NEW

vpdpbusd OUTPUT
INT32

CONSTANT
INT32

INPUT
INT8

INPUT
INT8

Future Intel AVX-512 (VNNI) instruction to accelerate INT8 convolutions: vpdpbusd

INPUT
INT8

INPUT
INT8

vpmaddubsw

vpmaddwd
vpaddd

OUTPUT
INT16 OUTPUT

INT32
CONSTANT

INT16 CONSTANT
INT32

OUTPUT
INT32

Current Intel® AVX-512 instructions to perform INT8 convolutions: vpmaddubsw, vpmaddwd, vpaddd

24
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V
N
N
I

CASCADE LAKE

I
N
T
8

Baseline

50x

285x

July 2017 July 2017 Skylake launch February 2019

vs. Baseline vs. Baseline

Deep Learning Performance on CPU
Hardware + software improvements for Intel® Xeon® processors

Resnet-50

Inception v3

SSD-VGG16

Resnet-50

Inception v3

SKYLAKE

1.9x2

1.8x2

2.0x2

1.9x2

1.8x2

2S Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
Processor (Skylake)

1 5.7x inference throughput improvement with Intel® Optimizations for CaffeResNet-50 on Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8180 Processor in Feb 2019 compared to performance at launch in July 2017. See configurationdetails on Config
1
Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in configuration and may not reflect all publicly available security updates. 
28/24/2018) Results have been estimated using internal Intel analysis or architecture simulation or modeling, and provided toyou for informational purposes. Any differences in your system hardware, software or configuration 
may affect your actual performance. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information 
regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice. No product can be absolutely secure. See configuration disclosure for details. Optimization Notice: Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-
Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3,and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, 
functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not 
specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice. Software 
and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.  Performance tests, such as SYSmarkand MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, 
components, software, operations and functions.  Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary.  You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated 
purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit: http://www.intel.com/performance Optimization Notice
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NNP-T

NNP-I Highly-efficient multi-model 
inferencing for cloud, data 
center, and intense appliances

Fastest time-to-train with 
high bandwidth AI server 
connections for the most 
persistent, intense usage

DEDICATED
DL TRAINING

DEDICATED
DL INFERENCE

Intel® Nervana™ Neural Network Processors (NNP)¥

¥ The Intel® Nervana™ Neural Network Processor is a future product that is not broadly available today
All products, computer systems, dates, and figures are preliminary based on current expectations, and are subject to change without notice.
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